National implementing entities (NIEs) are increasingly required to demonstrate the effectiveness of their fiduciary standards in order to gain access to climate related readiness and project finance. This Learning Alliance provides a strategic nexus in which integrity and anti-corruption as well as climate readiness expertise reinforce each other to eventually provide a much larger meaningful effect: The Alliances gives peers the opportunity to learn from each other in a safe space to share tacit knowledge and experience that is invaluable in dealing with the non-technical / technical challenges of accreditation related to climate finance integrity. Through action learning alliance members achieve collective analysis and approaches to increase the effectiveness of their institutional integrity programmes as well as identify potential resources to do so.

*Topics i.a.: complaints systems, stakeholder engagement, whistleblower protection, anti-money laundering, conflict of interest policy, risk management, disclosure of information

Organisations involved at the early stages

National Bank for Agriculture and Rural Development (India); National Trust for Nature and Conversation (Nepal); Alternative Energy Promotion Centre (Nepal); Ministry of Water and Energy (Uganda); Vietnamese Development Bank (Vietnam); Profonanpe (Peru); Agency for Agriculture Development (Morocco)
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